Angela Valentines story continues in, Book Two Peach State of Mind After her journey to her home state of Virginia in Book One Flight of a Valentine Angela returns to where her heart and soul live, Atlanta Georgia. Glad to be home from a much needed break from her life and the realization some things never change regarding family ties and expectations. And for this first time in her life, she knows and understands its okay to be who, what and how you are and love yourself for that. After returning to Atlanta, Angela realizes she has been blind to more aspects of her life than she originally expected. After more than a few issues are brought to her attention, Angela no longer feels the need to take flight from the situations she cannot control, but to stand and start fighting to get her life back in order again.

Honesty hurts in more ways than one sometimes we have to hurt ourselves in the process of finding and fighting for who we are, even if it means hurting other people in our fight for understanding your own journey in finding peace and life balance. Unexpected guests, sensual pleasures along with back stabbing friendships are on the forefront in this story. Confrontation is an issue no one likes, but is sometimes needed to see beyond the smoke and mirrors people feel safe living behind. After all who needs to live a life of lies and deceit? There is an old saying The truth shall set you free. Even though we all know the truth can and will crush you in its wake.
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